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Main subject and basis of the presentation
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• Own and ongoing experience in socio-economic (complex) project evaluation for
infrastructure projects

• Course and training materials developed for
• European Commission
• High-Potentials of Belgian Large Construction firms / civil servants / project developers
• Lectures on stakeholder inclusion

• Recent insights obtained within an ECA expertise assignment

• Focus on a broader picture and the role of (S)CBA in complex project evaluation



Why (transport) infrastructure?

• In general, all projects that give rise to ‘contestability’, in particular within local
communities, due to negative externalities, are under pressure for their social
license to operate, existence.

• A large amount of constestability is linked to opaque, black-box, non-inclusive
and simply poorly executed ex-ante feasibility / impact analyses.

• Transport infrastructure is not the only large-scale infrastructure industry
confronted with ‘stakeholder’ related issues:
• Energy projects e.g. Windmill farms, Nuclear plants, Pipelines…
• Leisure, retail and sports e.g. Shopping malls, large entertainment facilities (incl. sport 

arenas)
• Public infrastructures such as large-scale prisons
• Student housing!
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DxlewYNl2nc
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Source:	Suske en Wiske /	Spike	and	Suzy	
Bob	e	Bobette (1951	vs	2000)
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The challenge from a historical perspective (1)

• From 1950s onward: emergence of strategic planning
• For companies, but also for large infrastructure projects, as well as other large 

societal achievements (1969… Neil Armstrong & Co)
• Basically laying the foundations for the discipline of management & strategy –

strategic management
• Mintzberg (1994): identified three fallacies & the end of forecasting as the 

cornerstone of strategic planning
• Prediction, detachment, formalization
• Rational design versus emergence

• Also consistently applied within governments since the 1960s when it comes 
to large –scale infrastructure development but…
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“most	complex	models	do	not	predict	reality”



The challenge from a historical perspective (2)

• 1970s: oil shocks, increase of economic and political volatility
• 1980s: first signs of ‘globalization’ (as we know it) followed by strong growth
• Government budgets under pressure
• Huge delays, due to absence of demand coupled to delays in implementation, 

sometimes carrying over projects designed in the early 1970s into mid-1980s!

Societal decision-makers on large scale infrastructure actually continued along the 
same path of ‘predictability’ and ‘rational design’ into the 1980s and 1990s, always 
within an engineering-driven ‘expansion mindset’…

However, in developed economies, society started to alter thinking around 1990…;
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The challenge from a historical perspective (3)

• The increase in environmental reporting and impact assessment since the 
1990s, leading to formal laws and regulations increasing the institutional 
complexity
• Internal conflicts between governments departments and increased institutional 

‘layering’
• Increase in litigation (2nd Maasvlakte Rotterdam: more than 250 court cases at 

some point!)

• Inconsistencies in the management / integration / coordination of impact 
assessments (economic, environmental, mobility, security,…)

• Increased social activism of local communities; mobile stakeholders 
• Governance structures not reflecting stakeholder concerns / power
• All creating uncertainty on the supply side as well, leading to congestion due 

to delays in capacity expansion
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The rising power of local community stakeholders

• Increased availability of information (www)

• Lower barriers to organization of interest groups (e.g. social media)

• Social activism, crowd-funding … leading to own impact assessments 
opposing / confronting the ’official’ planning procedure of EIA and SCBA 

• Leading to multiple courtroom battles 

• Influencing political decision-makers towards non-acceptance of projects
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The problem explained….
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Infrastructure
capacity	 Infrastructure

Capacity	
Demand

Managerial	challenge:	increased	uncertainty	
due	to	stakeholder	complexity	leading	to	
longer	lead-times	for	supply	expansion,	and	
technological	disruption	

Time1960s 1970s 2000s1980s 1990s 2010s 2020s	??

Infrastructure
Capacity	Supply

Managerial	challenge:	demand	uncertainty,	
disruptive	events,	increased	complexity	and	dynamics



Main take-away
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• Whereas	up	till	the	1990s	the	main	challenge	was	the	management	of	
demand	side	risk…the	1990s	saw	a	dramatic	increase	in	the	supply	side	
risk,	due	to	stakeholder	complexity	

• Today,	both	sides	of	the	risk	management	challenge	are	subject	to	high	
complexity	and	high	volatility,	leading	to	a	need	for	a	new	paradigm	for	
infrastructure	management	and	development based	on	a	”less	
planning,	more	vision”	/	adaptability	and	flexibility	approach

• The	problem	being:	most	decision-makers	do	not	like	‘risk’	and	are	
currently	intellectually	incapable	or	unwilling	of	giving	meaning	to	
‘flexibility	and	adaptability’	in	infrastructure	development



Some solutions on the supply side

• Stakeholders as resource opportunities, not as threats!
• Sources of knowledge and information leading to improved decision-making
• Sources of societal support

• Real stakeholder inclusion needed to capture the opportunity:
• Ex-ante inclusion along ex-post validation ; permanent follow-up and interactions 

alongside the traditional ad-hoc planning processes
• Tailor-made planning processes, taking into account specific environments of projects, 

industries, communities

• Adapted and participatory instruments for integrative impact assessment (triple 
bottom line: people, planet, prosperity) 
• Stakeholder-based Multi-Criteria Analysis integrating partial evaluations such as SCBA, 

EIA, and others.

• Factor in supply side disruptions (technological advancements leading to increased 
use of existing capacity) – explore extremities of scenarios – design flexible 
infrastructure solutions - adaptive planning (e.g. Taneja et al., 2011)
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The essential trade-off when it comes to real stakeholder inclusion

• Real stakeholder inclusion requires a lot of resources (HR, Finance):
• Additional studies and joint fact finding with stakeholders
• More costly and more lenghty process towards permits, i.e. Longer procedural path (but no 

costly litigation and decrease of legitimacy)
• Explosion of meetings (bilateral, multilateral) due to stakeholder inclusion
• Development of staff and organizational capabilities (including culture and values)
• Development of specific ICT tools – knowledge management
• Strong organizational integration (transform the ‘silo’ concept characteristic of 

infrastructure managing firms)
• Sustainability reporting
• License to operate measurement (incl. image, reputation) i.e. Measuring how you are 

‘perceived’ by the stakeholders and learn from it
• While the ‘value’ is difficult to calculate (avoidance of litigation and protracted

stakeholder conflict, better societal decision-making), the alternative (risk for
litigation) has proven to be worse in terms of delays (and even outright ‘shelving’ of 
projects after a decade of studies)
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Meaning for socio-economic project evaluation 

• Ex-ante assessment such as social cost-benefit analysis (SCBA) does not only 
become a question of sound application of the technique, but also a matter of 
design of an adequate process to include stakeholders’ expertise and 
information

• The first choice to make is which type of socio-economic evaluation 
method(s) will provide:
• The right information for societal decision-makers (technical element)
• A broad societal support for the project implementation (process element)

• This within a context of limited resources and time
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Some issues w.r.t. (S)CBA

• General confusion between CBA and other socio-economic evaluation 
methods such as Economic Impact Assessment (employment, added value,…)
• Essentially, SCBA is a method on the micro-economic level, i.e. calculates impacts 

for micro-economic actors (users of the project, suppliers of the project, local 
communities, etc.).

• Only works for well-defined projects (in technical terms), with the ability to 
decline them into variants to solve a specific problem
• Does not need to provide an answer whether to increase capacity (or not) 
• But rather which capacity extension provides the most value to society

• Conceptually an SCBA is difficult to understand for a lot of stakeholders 
(welfare economics perspective).
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Evaluation instruments

• Private Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA);
• Cost Effectiveness Analysis (CEA);
• Economic Effect Analysis (EEA);
• Social Cost Benefit Analysis (SCBA);
• Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA).

Difference in number of perspectives/actors as well as number of criteria.



Private Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA)

• One actor involved: private firm or public investor.
• Private cost-benefit analysis (CBA):

• Different measures: Net Present Value (NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR), 
Profitability Index (PI), Payback Period.

• Pure financial cost and benefit.

• Examples: 
• Factory extension project, introduction of a new production line, etc..



Cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA)

• From the point of view of government or private firm;
• CEA looks at the effectiveness of projects with regard to one specific 

objective;
• Examples: road safety projects (e.g. renovation of a road crossing), medical 

treatments, etc..



Economic Effect Analysis (EEA)

• In general, EEA is executed from the government perspective:
• Added value (direct - indirect);
• Employment (direct - indirect);
• Fiscal revenue (taxes, etc.).

• Macro-economic impact.

• Use of input-output models (inter-sectoral flows) and multipliers to calculate indirect 
effects;

• Causality of indirect effects is an important issue;
• Induced effects;
• Strategic effects.

• Also known as Regional Economic Impact Study (REIS);

• Possibility to measure the impact of a specific project / firm / sector in the regional / 
national economy.



Causality of effects – Added Value

Study Direct effect Indirect
effect

MI Induced
effect

MA Strategic
effect

Ms

Europe
(1999)

3.460 1.580 1,46 5.800 2,15 / /

United
Kingdom
(2003)

825 / / / / 1.800 /

France
(2004)

/ / / / / 2.000 /

Germany
(2004)

/ / / / / 18.000 /

Italy
(2004)

634 / / / / 1.300 /

Portugal
(2004)

18,8 38,3 3,04 24,9 1,44 1.120 20,6

Belgium
(2003)

486 216 1,44 107 1,15 Partial /



Causality of effects - Employment
Study Direct effect Indirect

effect
MI Induced

effect
MA Strategic effect Ms

Europe
(1999)*

131 81,2 1,62 287 2,35 / /

United
Kingdom
(2003)

29,3 25,2 1,86 13,6 1,25 / /

France
(2003)

22 30 2,36 13 1,25 465 9,94

Germany
(2004)

160 95 1,59 65 1,25 372 2,46

Italy
(2004)

24 13,5 1,56 9,4 1,25 / /

Portugal
(2004)

1,03 / / / / 75,5 46,8

Belgium
(2003)

9,54 3,77 1,40 1,32 1,10 Partial calculation /



Interim conclusion

• CBA, CEA and EEA are all designed from the perspective of one actor (private 
or public);

• All objectives are economic/financial objectives;
• No possibility to include other objectives (e.g. environmental costs and 

benefits, etc.).



Social Cost Benefit Analysis (SCBA)

• Welfare theory: principle of compensation;
• To evaluate whether a particular (investment) project, benefits society as a 

whole, it must be investigated whether the winners can compensate the losers, 
while still keeping a higher welfare level than was the case prior to the change 
(Hicks-Kaldor compensation test).

• All cost and benefits for society are expressed in monetary terms;
• Calculation of Net Present Value, Internal Rate of Return and Profitability Index / 

Benefit-Cost Ratio of several projects;
• Introduction of more perspectives (stakeholders) is possible in SCBA, but 

expression in monetary terms remains difficult;
• Comparison of different, well described projects;
• Methodological problems. 



Criteria of SCBA

• Net present value : 

• Internal rate of return : 

• Payback period : 

• Profitability index: 



Critical analysis of SCBA

• Marginal analysis
• Does not take account of sustainable value added
• Monetarisation sometimes controversial
• Shadow prices: not always a consensus
• Actualisation rate influences result
• Economic life time sometimes overrated
• Residual value mostly negative
• Interaction between projects
• Diversity of projects (e.g. in the case of national infrastructure 

policy).



Multi Criterion Decision Analysis (MCDA)

• Integrates partial evaluation method’s results and several 
perspectives

• Possibility to integrate monetary, as well as non-monetary criteria 
(e.g. from Environmental Impact Assessments, technical studies) 
as well as results of qualitative analyses (e.g. so-called “strategic 
economic effects”)

• Numerous successful examples but remains “hard to sell” to 
governments and project developers
• Loss of control on results, and discomfort with analysis of non-

quantifiable impacts



Example: DHL expansion case @ Brussels Airport (1)
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Example: DHL expansion case @ Brussels Airport (2)
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Example: DHL expansion case @ Brussels Airport (3)
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Example: DHL expansion case @ Brussels Airport (4)
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SCBA methodological problems
• Are historically widely documented in the (scientific) literature, main observations 

from recent experience (and potential elements to be checked ex-post):
• Prior political commitment – lack of project governance – ex-post justification
• Incorrect definition of base and “do something” cases (base case does not 

equal “do nothing”) (“do nothing” = “do worse”)
• Planning assumption errors (project completion / start)
• Demand forecast relying too much on exogenous factors
• Interactions with other goods and services (competition)
• Dynamic aspects not considered (e.g. take-up of services)
• Project life assessment (sometimes shorter, sometimes longer)
• Non-quantifiable elements
• Incorrect or non-consistent values (e.g. time savings, employment,…)

See “Twenty-one sources of error and bias in transport project appraisal” (Mackie & Preston, 
1998) in Transport Policy 5 (1998) pp.1-7 ; “Inaccuracy of traffic forecasts and cost estimates 
on large transport projects” (Skamris and Flyvbjerg, 1997) in Transport Policy 4, vol. 3 (1997) 
pp.141-146. 

Also recent work of Flyvbjerg
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Solutions (1)

• Sensitivity analysis: very important, but:
• Avoid too much sensitivity analysis, try to incorporate in the main SCBA, in project 

definitions, traffic forecasts, etc.
• Avoid high technical complexity leading to further contestation of results e.g. 

Monte Carlo simulations
• Limit to some key parameters, e.g. discount rate, start of operation/delay of 

construction, combined supply/demand risk (e.g. 20% cost increase combined with 
40% demand decrease)

• Standard methodologies: have a lot of positive elements
• Consistency 
• Transparency
• Improved readability of studies
• But can also lead to certain inflexibilities in the evaluation
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Solutions (2)

• Inclusion of and dialogue with stakeholders
• Could also include peer review
• Ability of analysts to explain in layman’s terms the methodology, calculations and 

results
• Crucial validation phases:

• Definition of project alternatives
• Definition of cost-benefit framework
• First draft of calculations
• Final calculations and sensitivity analyses

• Provide a formal written Q&A tracking
• Ex-post analysis

• Seldom executed
• Could provide interesting insights towards methodological improvements
• However more often seen as a political tool (finding the culprit) rather than a 

learning experience; historical context needs to be taken into consideration
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Solutions (3)

• Other observed best practices for SCBA:

• Include a diagram with the chain of logic

• Provide a table with overall overview of assumptions and parameters used

• Provide a table with per actor, the percentage of costs and benefits 
incurred (cfr distributive effects)

• Traffic forecasts should be based on market developments, and include 
market experts in the conversation. Traffic forecasts as strategic 
conversations with inclusion of market experts/stakeholder views.
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To conclude: Past vs Future
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Past	(and	current)	practices	which	led to	
sub-optimal	societal	decision-making

Current and	future	practices	
for	better	societal decision-making

Expert	advice exclusively,	limited	dissemination	and	no	
or	limited	discussion	with	stakeholders

Design	of	inclusive	processes	with stakeholders;
Stakeholders	as	experts

Unique	evaluation technique,	mostly	SCBA,	to	decide	
on	project	implementation

SCBA	as	an	important,	but partial	evaluation technique	
to	be	integrated	along	other	impact	assessments	
(environment…);	use	of	integrated	evaluation	methods	
such	as	stakeholder-based	Multi-Criteria	Analysis

Blackbox evaluations	/	calculations;
Inconsistent	frameworks,	lack	of	standardization

Openness	and	transparency of	calculations,	based	on	
standard	methodologies	and	guidelines

Strong control	of	execution	and	results	by	project	team	
(government/project	developer)

Joint	governance	and	fact-finding with	stakeholders;
Peer	review	of	methodologies	and	results

Top-down approaches,	”ticking	a	box”,	ex-post	
justification	of	decisions	taken

Bottom-up approaches,	with	real	impact	on	improved	
societal	decision-making



Finally: the road ahead is filled with obstacles
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“only	38%	of	municipalities	both	carry	out	some	kind	 of	ex	ante	assessment
and	consider	it	to	be	an	important	or	critical	factor	in	decision-making”



Optimism is a moral duty…

Obstacles do not block the path, 

they are the path!
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